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TERMINOLOGICAL PROBLEMS



TERMINOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

 Original text < Original wording

 Original manuscripts < Original wording

 Bible < Scripture

 Inspired < God-breathed

 Autographs < Wording on the autographs



AIMS

 For NT: original wording

 With authority of those Christ commissioned

 For OT: final and original wording

 Authority recognized by God’s chosen people Israel



KNOW

 ‘Know’ got redefined in recent centuries

 Know ≠ shorthand for nearly 100% certainty

 Know = warranted true belief

 Knowing upheld by God



KNOWING

 Shift from presumed original to not original until proven

 We can have legitimate disprovable presumptions

 God’s voice can be recognized

 It’s in fact often easier to understand divine intention than human 

intention



ARGUMENTS FOR TEXTUAL 

RELIABILITY



MANUSCRIPT = CONFUSING WORD

 Papyri (up to seventh century)

 Parchment / leather

 Paper

 Stone

 Pottery

 Codex

 Scroll

 Majuscule / uncial

 Minuscule

 Continuous text

 Lectionary

 Extract

 Complete

 Fragmentary



F.F. BRUCE’S APOLOGETIC

 1. Classical scholars accept authenticity of classical works attested by 

only a few late manuscripts

 2. NT manuscripts are earlier and more numerous

 1 + 2: We should accept NT

 This is an argument for consistency



ARGUMENT AS SOMETIMES PRESENTED

 The NT has more manuscripts than any other work

 Therefore it should be accepted as authentic

 Problems:

 There are more copies of yesterday’s newspaper

 This is a foundational argument



ARGUMENT FROM VINDICATED 

TRUST



TRUSTING WITHOUT ARCHAEOLOGY

 Wycliffe, Hus, Luther, Tyndale, Calvin, Wesley, Whitfield, etc.

 17 centuries of Martyrs

 Ordinary Christians from first century to 1800s.





BIBLICAL CLAIMS

 There was a Judaean King Hezekiah

 All the fortified cities of Judah were captured

 Except Jerusalem

 This was by Sennacherib king of Assyria

 Sennacherib particularly fought against Lachish

 Hezekiah was fined 30 gold talents

 Hezekiah was fined 300 silver talents

 Hezekiah gave all the silver in the king’s house and temple



SENNACHERIB’S ACCOUNT

 As for Hezekiah, the Judaean, I besieged 46 of his fortified walled cities. 

… I conquered them and took out 200,150 people … He himself, I 

locked up within Jerusalem, his royal city, like a bird in a cage …. 

Hezekiah was overwhelmed by the splendour of my lordliness and he 

sent me … 30 talents of gold, 800 talents of silver …



Credit: CSNTM.org
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CONFIDENCE IN GOSPEL TEXT

 Erasmus knew about the textual uncertainty concerning 77% of the 

verses in the TR which modern texts tend to omit/question.

 If he’d been willing to break from the Vulgate, he could have got much 

closer to a modern text.

 The Reformation was complete in Soteriology, but not immediately 

complete in the area of Bible text.

 Result: range of uncertainty about NT text is lessened.



WHEN MANUSCRIPTS DISAGREE

 Positive textual criticism (look for good testimony)

 Negative textual criticism (identify corruption)

 We’re only editors / translators / interpreters

 Not called to definitive identification of all inspired verbal sequences

 Focus on what you are most certain about



AS THE GAP GETS SMALLER, DOUBT 

GETS BIGGER



EVANGELICALS & THE OT TEXT



COMMON VIEW OF OT TEXT

 Medieval Hebrew copying could be extraordinarily accurate

 Pre-AD 70 consonantal text much more varied

 Variant Greek forms may be earlier than Hebrew

 NT writers preferred the Septuagint for quotation

 Problem: OT text not fixed prior to Jesus’s use of it



MY CONTENTIONS

 OT was fixed by time of Jesus

 Evidence for drastic change round AD 70 exaggerated

 Evidence for strict consonantal and vocalic copying goes back earlier

 Evidence from 1st century BC of Greek translations conforming to strict 

Hebrew through literal translation

 No NT writer thought there was something called ‘the Septuagint’



HOW THE ‘SEPTUAGINT’ WAS INVENTED

 72 + noun  70 + noun

 70 + noun  70 with no noun

 70 people  70 = a thing

 70 plural  singular

 Pentateuch  Other OT books

 Other OT books Apocryphal 

translated books

 Apocryphal translated books 

Apocryphal non-translated books

 Non-translated books  parts of NT 

& post-Christian literature



SEVENTY BECOMES A SINGULAR

 Latin Septuaginta ‘seventy’

 French Les Septante  La Septante

 German Die Septuaginta (pl.)  Die Septuaginta (f.sg.)

 English The Septuagint (people)  The Septuagint (thing)

 Italian i Settanta (pl.)  la Settanta

 Spanish los Septuaginta (pl.)  la Septuaginta



COMPLUTENSIAN POLYGLOT

Printed 1517, imprimatur 1520







PSALM 2:9: GREEK ‘SHEPHERD’

 ‘You shall break them with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces like a 

potter’s vessel.’ (Psalm 2:9 ESV, from Hebrew)

 ‘He who conquers and who keeps my works until the end, to him I will 

give authority over the nations, and he will shepherd them with a rod of 

iron, as when earthen pots are broken in pieces.’ (Revelation 2:26-27 

ESV)

 ‘break’ = rʿʿ / ‘shepherd’ = rʿh



BREAK OR SHEPHERD?

 Break:

 Parallelism with ‘smash’

 Hebrew root rʿʿ

 Works well with ‘iron’

 Works well with potter’s vessel

 Shepherd:

 Ruling animals (Psalm 2:3)

 Royal rule often likened to 
shepherding

 God presented as shepherd-king in 
OT

 Fits well with invitation to kings and 
final ‘blessed are all those who put 
their trust in him’



BART EHRMAN & THE NT TEXT





EHRMAN’S QUESTION

 I kept reverting to my basic question: how does it help us to say that the 
Bible is the inerrant word of God if in fact we don’t have the words that 
God inerrantly inspired, but only the words copied by the scribes—
sometimes correctly but sometimes (many times!) incorrectly? What 
good is it to say that the autographs (i.e., the originals) were inspired? 
We don’t have the originals! We have only error-ridden copies, and the 
vast majority of these are centuries removed from the originals and 
different from them, evidently, in thousands of ways. (Bart Ehrman, 
Misquoting Jesus, p. 7)



EHRMAN’S QUESTION

 I kept reverting to my basic question: how does it help us to say that the Bible is the 
inerrant word of God if in fact we don’t have the words that God inerrantly inspired

 Who says we don’t?

 Even if we don’t, a doctrine of scripture doesn’t require availability (cf. Josiah’s 
discovery of the book of the law)

 but only the words copied by the scribes—sometimes correctly but sometimes 
(many times!) incorrectly?

 The words are the inspired thing and don’t get less inspired when copied

 Many miscopyings do not destroy the words



EHRMAN’S QUESTION

 What good is it to say that the autographs (i.e., the originals) were inspired? 
We don’t have the originals!

 Sorry, we’ve been using unclear terminology

 We have only error-ridden copies

 Augustine was aware of that and still believed in complete scriptural 
truthfulness

 and the vast majority of these are centuries removed from the originals and 
different from them, evidently, in thousands of ways.

 Something all Christian scribes were aware of



SAYINGS WE SHOULD CHALLENGE

 We do not have the originals

 Either irrelevant or misleading

 We do not have the original text

 Can you prove that?

 The text is uncertain

 God is quite certain of the text, but you are uncertain about it

 The meaning of the Hebrew is uncertain

 God is also quite certain of the meaning



EHRMAN’S QUESTION

 “We don’t have the originals of 

any of the books of the New 

Testament”

 Implies that we are supposed to 

have autographs

 But Christians have never 

believed this

 What matters is ‘wording’

 He hasn’t shown that we don’t 

have original wording



SO MANY DIFFERENCES?

 “There are more differences in our 
manuscripts than there are words in 
the New Testament”

 Ehrman implies this is bad

 Doesn’t highlight where all manuscripts 
agree

 300,000 variants; 134,000 words in the NT; 
2,600,000 pages of NT manuscript

 In his method, the more witnesses there 
are the less certain something is!

 John Mill, 1707, 100 mss: 30,000 variants; 
why do we have 55x more mss and only 
10x more variants?



DELIBERATE CHANGE?

 Scribes deliberately changed scripture

 Ehrman always prefers to accept 
deliberate change over chance change

 Like having Intelligent Design as default 
explanation

 It’s amazing how few examples of 
deliberate change he can find across all 
mss in all of NT

 There are plenty of explanations he 
doesn’t consider



THE BIBLE AS MAGIC BOOK

 “What good does it do to say that 
the words are inspired by God if 
most people have absolutely no 
access to these words, but only to 
more or less clumsy renderings of 
these words into a language, such as 
English, that has nothing to do with 
the original words?” (Misquoting 
Jesus, p. 7)

 Spells don’t work if you get a word 
wrong

 Scripture does

 Christians have always believed that 
scripture is effective in translation



CONCLUSIONS

 How can we know we have the very words of God?

 By trusting reliable testimony

 There’s lots of evidence of good testimony

 Testimony should be rationally analysed

 Knowing is warranted true belief

 It is effectively immediate, not result of mediation by something which can 
be separately established

 Is not overturned by our fallibility



THE END
TWITTER @DRPJWILLIAMS


